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A graph is a pair (V, I), V being the vertices and I being the relation of adjacency on V. 
Given a grqh G, then a collection of functions (fi}~ ,, each fi mapping each vertex of V into an 
arc on a fixed circle, is said to define an m-arc intersection model for G if for all x, y E V, 
xly e=, (Vi~ml(fi!x)nfi(y)Zpl). 
The circular dimension of a graph IG is defined as the smallest integer m such that G has an 
m-arc intersection model. In this paper we establish that the maximum circular dimension of 
any complete partite graph having n vertices is the largest integer p such that 2p + p s n + 1. 
. Introduction 
In this paper, a graph G is an ordered pair (V, I), where V is a collection of 
errices and I is a reflexive, symmetric binary relation of adjacency on V. 
Authors [l, 2,3] have studied the concept of an interval graph, a graph G for 
rhich each vertex x FI V can be assigned a real interval R(x) so that for all x, 
E VT 
xly H R(x)nR(y)#@ (1) 
function R satisfying (1) is said to define an intersection model in R’ for G. 
Roberts [4] generalizes the notion of intersection model as follows: given a 
l aph G, then a collection of functions cfi)E1, each fi mapping each vertex of V 
to a real interval, is said to define an intersection model in R” for G if for a11 x, 
E V, 
xly H Wi S m)(f;:(x) nfi(y)P 8). (2) 
he above leads to the notion of the boxicity of a graph G, denoted box (G) and 
:fined as the smallest integer m such that G has an intersection model in R”. 
oberts shows that there are graphs of arbitrarily high boxicity and that the 
bxicity of any graph having n vertices is bounded by [$nl, the greatest integer 
,t exceeding in. 
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Tucker [S] studies a concept akin to the interval graph, namely the circular arc 
graph, a graph G for which each vertex x E V can be assigned an arc A(X) on a 
fixed circle so that for all X, y E V, 
xly e A(x)nA(y)f@ 
A function A satisfying (3) is said to define an arc intersection model for G. 
In this paper, the notion of arc intersection mode1 is generalized as follows: 
given a graph G, then a collection of functions g}E IT each fi mapping each vertex 
of V into an arc on a fixed circle, is said to define an m-arc intersection model for 
G if for all x. y E V, 
And in analogy to boxicity, th;: circular dimension of a graph G, denoted D(G), is 
defined as the smallest integer m such that G has an m-arc intersection model. 
We will show that there are graphs of arbitrarily high circular dimension and will 
present a logarithmic bctind on the circular dimension of finite complete partite 
graphs. 
2. The copnplete partite graph 
A graph is complete par&e if its vertices can be partitioned into disjoint classes 
so that any two vertices from the same class are nonadjacent, while any two 
vertices from different classes are adjacent. We write K(nr, rr2, . . . , n,) for the 
complete partite graph having p classes (C,, C,, . . . , CJ containing respectively 
n,, n 2, . . . , tip vertices. 
Com@ete partite graphs are of central impoIrtance in Roberts [4], since he 
shows that (1) the graph K(2,. . . , 2) ($2 classes of two vertices, n even) or 
K(2,. _. ,2,1) ($(n - 1) classes of two vertices, n odd) has the highest boxicity 
inamely [$tp] ) of all complete partite graphs having n vertices, and that (2) the 
~nv;m~rr: boxicity of all graphs having n vertices is attained by a complete partite _-A 
graFh* 
We will establish the circular dimension analogue to (l), that the graph 
KC, 3,5,. . . , 2p-’ + 1, n,,,) has the highest circular dimension (namely p) of all 
comylet’e partiie graphs having n vertices, where p i:s the largest integer such that 
29-p~n+l, and t~,+~ s 2p. We have not esta.blished that the maximum circular 
dimension of all graphs having n vertices is attained by a complete partite graph, 
but suspect hat it is so, based on several calculations. 
We begin by presenting three technical emmas. 
a 2.1. D(K(nl, l . . , n,))WXKlinl, l . *, n,~‘)+~(K(n,+~, . . . 9 n,)), for uw 
positk a! integer q fess thur, p. 
Proof. Let K = Ktn,, . . . , n,), X1 = ihl,. _ _, II,;‘, and K2= K(n,+,, . . . , np>. As- 
sumc LX K, ) = d,, D4 K2) = d2, and that (fi 1:~ I defines a &-arc intersection model 
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of K1 and that { g,]$ 1 defines a &-arc intersection model of &. If we let each fi 
map all the vestices of K2 into the entire circle, and let each gj map ali the vertices 
of K1 into the entire circle, then 
becomes a (d, + &)-arc intersection model of K. 
Lemma 2.2. D(K(q, . . . , n,)W p. 
Proof. By repeated use of Lemma 2.1, D(K(n,, . . . , n,))~Cp=~ D(K(ni))=p, 
since D(K(Q)) = 1 for all i. 
Lemma 2.3. Let nk =maX~sj~, {llj}. Then D(K(n,, n2, . . . , n,))S [log, nk], the 
smallest integer not less than log2 nk. 
Proof. We shall refer to the above graph as K. 
Choose [log, nk ] circles and on the ith circle, let A’,, . . . , AL be a collection of 
distinct but pairwise overlapping semicircular arcs, and let Bj be the semicircular 
arc complementary to Aj. It is well-known that provided n’a log, n, there exist n’ 
distinct partitions on n objects, each partition having two parts, with the property 
that no two objects are in the same part of every partition. Using this result, we 
can define a collection of [log, nk] functions on the vertices of K so that ( 1) for 
any positive integers i G Llog, t&j and i < p, the function fi maps each vertex from 
the class Cj into either A j or & (2) for at least one i’ G [log, nk 1, fie maps a given 
pa’ of vertices from Cj into complementary semicircular arcs. It then follows that 
{fi};Epnk 1 defines a [log, nk] -arc intersection model for K. 
We now consider the graph K(2,3,5, . . . , 2p-’ + l), which has p classes and 
which will be abbreviated as Kp. 
Theorem 2.1. D(KP) = p. 
Proof, D( K’) = 1 and it is easy to show that D(K2) = 2. Proceeding by induction 
on p, assume that the theorem is true for p = m. Then D(K”“)> m, and by 
Lemma 2.2 or 2.3, D(Km+‘)g m + 1. If D(Km+l) = m, there must be a collection 
of functions {fi}zl defining an m-arc intersection model for both Km and Km+‘, 
with each fi mapping at least one pair of vertices from Km into nonoverlapping 
arcs. 
For i s m, assume fi maps a’, b’ E Km into disjoint arcs fi (a’) and fi ( hi) on the 
ith circle. Denote the gaps between fi(a’) and fi(b’) by y and z: 
fi(a’( ~)fi(l+). 
Since the image under fi of any vertex from Cm+, must overlap both fi(a’) ar:ci 
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fi(b’), we can define a partition Ei = {E!, Et} OII the vertices of C,,,,, as follows: 
Class E: consists of those vertices whose images under fi completely cover y. 
Class Ef consists of those vertices whose images under fi completely cover z but 
do not completely cover y. Then if ~11, 6 E E!, fi (a ) 1-1 h (6) 2 y. 1.f a, b E Z?z, 
f,(a)nfi(b)z 2. 
The assumption that &IL 1 defines an m-arc intersection model for K”‘+’ 
means that {E,!, Ef}: 1 is a collection of m partitions on C,,,+l, with the property 
that there is always one partition which contains a given pair of vertices from 
c -m41 in &Went parts. But it would then follow by a well-known result that C,,, 
has at most 2” vertices, a contradiction. Hence, D(K”‘+‘) = m + 1, establishing 
our inductive argument. 
Coroualry. D(K(2,3,5,. . . , 2p-’ + 1, np+l)) = p if np+1 ep- 
Proof. Let K denote the above graph. Since K contains KP, D(K) ap. By 
Lemma 2.3, D(Kjs p. Hence, D(M) = p. 
Theorem 2.1 establishes that there are graphs of arbitrarily high circular 
dimension. It also leads to a tightest possible bound on the circular dimension of 
any complete partite graph having n vertices: 
Theorem 2.2. Let M(n) be the maximum circular dimension of any complete 
partite graph having n uertices. Then M(n) is the largest integer p such that 
2P+pSn+1. 
Proof. Choose p so that 2P+psn+l<2 (p41)+(p-t 1). Then M(n) is at least p, 
since K(2,3,5 , . . . , 2p-1 + 1, np+& has n vertices, for some np,l s 2p, and has 
circular dimension p. 
Now izt K=K(n:,..., n$ be any complete partite graph having n vertices, 
other than K(2,3,5, . . . , 2P-’ + 1, np+l). AssumIe nl, 6 n$ G l l l s n&. We show that 
D(K) cannot exceed p. 
There are three cases: 
\ 1) 11 q G p, then D(K) s q s p, t;r Lemma 2.2. 
(2) If nG< 2p, then D(K)s [log, n:J s [log2 2pJ = p, by Lemma 2.3. 
(3) Bf q > p and n: > 2p, then there must be sfome positive integer j s p - 1 such 
that n~_j ~ 2’-‘-’ + 1; otherwise, K would have more than n vertices. Hence, 
D(K)s D(K(n<, n& . . . , nG_j))+ D(K(n,-j+,, . . . , n:)) 
~Lfog,(2P-i-‘+1)J+j=p-j+j=p. 
We have thus established that for any positive integer n, M(n) is exactly p. 
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